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Radar cross section, Scattering cross section, effect of polarization on cross section, target scattering matrixes. 

RADAR CROSS SECTION (RCS) 

 

 

 

Radar cross section is the measure of a target's ability to reflect radar signals in the direction of the radar 

receiver, i.e. it is a measure of the ratio of backscatter power per steradian (unit solid angle) in the direction of 

the radar (from the target) to the power density that is intercepted by the target. 

 

The RCS of a target can be viewed as a comparison of the strength of the reflected signal from a target to the 

reflected signal from a perfectly smooth sphere of cross sectional area of 1 m2 as shown in Figure 1 . 

 

 
The conceptual definition of RCS includes the fact that not all of the radiated energy falls on the target. A 

ta get’s RCS σ  is ost easil  isualized as the p oduct of th ee facto s: 
 

 

σ = P ojected c oss sectio   Reflecti it   Di ectivity . 

 

Reflectivity: The percent of intercepted power reradiated (scattered) by the target. 

 

Directivity: The ratio of the power scattered back in the radar's direction to the power that would have been 

backscattered had the scattering been uniform in all directions (i.e. isotropically). 

 

Targets such as ships and aircraft often have many effective corners. Corners are sometimes used as 

calibration targets or as decoys, i.e. corner reflectors. 

 

An aircraft target is very complex. It has a great many reflecting elements and shapes. The RCS of real aircraft 

must be measured. It varies significantly depending upon the direction of the illuminating radar.  
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Figure 5 shows a typical RCS plot of a jet aircraft. The plot is an azimuth cut made at zero degrees elevation 

(on the aircraft horizon). Within the normal radar range of 3-18 GHz, the radar return of an aircraft in a given 

direction will vary by a few dB as frequency and polarization vary (the RCS may change by a factor of 2-5). It 

does not vary as much as the flat plate. 

 

As shown in Figure 5, the RCS is highest at the aircraft beam due to the large physical area observed by the 

radar and perpendicular aspect (increasing reflectivity). The next highest RCS area is the nose/tail area, largely 

because of reflections off the engines or propellers. Most self-protection jammers cover a field of view of +/- 

60 degrees about the aircraft nose and tail, thus the high RCS on the beam does not have coverage. Beam 

coverage is frequently not provided due to inadequate power available to cover all aircraft quadrants, and the 

side of an aircraft is theoretically exposed to a threat 30% of the time over the average of all scenarios. 

 

Typical radar cross sections are as follows: Missile 0.5 sq m; Tactical Jet 5 to 100 sq m; Bomber 10 to 1000 sq 

m; and ships 3,000 to 1,000,000 sq m. RCS can also be expressed in decibels referenced to a square meter 

(dBsm) which equals 10 log (RCS in m2). 

 

Again, Figure 5 shows that these values can vary dramatically. The strongest return depicted in the example is 

100 m2in the beam, and the weakest is slightly more than 1 m2 in the 135°/225° positions. These RCS values 

can be very misleading because other factors may affect the results. For example, phase differences, 

polarization, surface imperfections, and material type all greatly affect the results. In the above typical bomber 

example, the measured RCS may be much greater than 1000 square meters in certain circumstances (90°, 

270°). 

 

 

3.2 Scattering cross section 

 

In order to determine the dependence of the RCS in relation to the polarization of the wave, we must consider 

the relationship between the transmitted (t) and the received (r) fields, in terms of the horizontal and vertical 

components of linear polarization of the wave, EH and EV, respectively, where the index H denotes horizontal 

polarization and V the vertical polarization. Then, EH and EV can be expressed in terms of the reflectivity of a 

target illuminated by both polarizations through the proportionality constant a ij, where i denotes the 

polarization of the transmitter and j the polarization of the receiver. 
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The constants aij shall be considered independent of the distance, but in complex notation due to its phase 

relationship between the electric field components. For a monostatic radar configuration, aHV and aVH are 

equal. Therefore, the scattering matrix defines the relationship between amplitude and phase components of 

the electric fields transmitted and received.  

 

3.3 Effect of polarization on cross section. 

 

The x and y electric field components for a wave traveling along the positive z direction are 

given by 

 � =� sin(wt-kz)   ----(1) 

 � =� sin(wt-kz+�) ---(2) 

Whe e k=2π/λ,  is the a e f e ue c .The a gle � is the time phase angle which Ey leads Ex , and finally, E1 

and E2 are, respectively, the wave amplitudes along the x and y directions. When two or more 

electromagnetic waves combine, their electric fields are integrated vectorially at each point in space for any 

specified time. In general, the combined vector traces an ellipse when observed in the x-y plane.  

 

Figure: Electric field components along the x and y directions. 

 

The ratio of the major to the minor axes of the polarization ellipse is called the Axial Ratio (AR). ). When AR is 

unity, the polarization ellipse becomes a circle, and the resultant wave is then called circularly polarized. 

Alternatively, when �  =0, and AR=∞ the wave becomes linearly polarized. Equation (1) and (2) can be 

combined to give instantaneous total electric field. �⃗ =�̂  � sin(wt-kz)+ �̂ � sin(wt-kz+�) 
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  Where  �̂  and  �̂  are unit vectors along x and y directions respectively. At z=0,  � =� sin(wt) 

and � =� sin(wt+�), then by replacing sin(wt) by ratio � /�  and using trigonometric properties can be 

written as  

 ��  -
� � cos �� �  +

�� = sin �   --(3) 

Equation (3) has no dependency on wt.In the most general case, the polarization ellipse may have any 

o ie tatio . The a gle ξ is called the tilt a gle of ellipse. Whe  � = 0, the wave is said to be linearly polarized 

in y direction. . While if � = 0, the wave is said to be linearly polarized in x direction. The polarization can be 

at an angle of   when � = �  and � = . 
 

3.4 Target scattering matrixes 

Target backscattered RCS is commonly described by a matrix known as the scattering matrix, 

and is denoted by [S]. When an arbitrarily linearly polarized wave is incident on a target, the 

backscattered field is then given by 

 [�� ]=[S] [�� ]=[ ] [�� ] 

 

 

The superscripts i and s denotes incidents and scattered fields. The quantities �  are in general complex and 

subscripts 1and 2 represent any combination of orthogonal polarizations. The backscattered RCS is related to 

the scattering matrix components by the following relation: 

 [� �� � ]= �   [| | | || | | | ]    ----(1) 

 

It follows that once a scattering matrix is specified, the target backscattered RCS can be computed for any 

combination of transmitting and receiving polarizations. Rewriting Eq. (1) in terms of the different possible 

orthogonal polarizations yields 

 [����]=[ �� ���� �� ] [����] 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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